ESET® Case Study

CNY Fertility Center
“ESET has worked for us to protect the security of our highly sensitive data.”
—Paul, it manager
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Product: 	

ESET Endpoint Antivirus
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THE CUSTOMER

MAKING THE CHANGE

KEY BENEFITS

CNY Fertility Center serves central New York state with clinics
in Syracuse, Albany, Rochester and Buffalo. The company was
founded by Dr. Robert J. Kiltz to provide women and men with
comprehensive and affordable fertility solutions, regardless
of age. CNY applies state-of-the-art solutions to the most
complicated cases. Believing in a holistic approach to fertility
wellness, CNY offers an integrative fertility care treatment
plan that can include yoga, acupuncture and massage through
the company’s CNY Healing Arts. Consultation is available
via Skype and phone, allowing CNY to connect with clients
anywhere in the world regarding their reproductive health and
fertility.

After exploring their options, CNY chose ESET for their IT
security needs based on excellent user ratings and value for
the cost. ESET Endpoint Antivirus gave CNY the ability to
assess the security of their network, endpoints and mobile
devices in real time from a single management console. CNY’s
IT manager said good online documentation and support
helped make installation and upgrades to new versions easier.

• Scalable security that can grow with
the company

THE CHALLENGE

THE RESULTS
ESET Endpoint Antivirus gives CNY a cohesive, integrated
solution that protects the company and their clients from
security breaches. The solution is fully HIPAA compliant. As
CNY’s operation expands, ESET can grow with them.

CNY had a piecemeal solution in place that was not scalable.
According to their IT manager, they needed a solution that
could grow with them and provide constant, real-time
multilayered security against all types of threats for multiple
locations and many remote workers. Complying with
stringent HIPAA requirements to protect clients’ sensitive data
was also an imperative.

About ESET: Since 1987, ESET® has been developing award-winning security software that now helps over 100 million users to Enjoy Safer Technology. Its broad security
product portfolio covers all popular platforms and provides businesses and consumers around the world with the perfect balance of performance and proactive protection.
The company has a global sales network covering 180 countries, and regional offices in Bratislava, San Diego, Singapore and Buenos Aires.

www.eset.com

• Affordable, feature-rich solution
• Single console network security management
• Regulatory compliance

